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There is often so much activity this time of year.
Gift giving, baking, decorating, events to prepare for
and attend,special projects… whew! It’s easy to get so
busy,we forget to enjoy the holiday! We certainly don’t
want to forget why we’re celebrating. In our house, we
love Christmas,but sometimes I’m overloaded!
Maybe that happens in your house too? Well, here’s
a project that you can do to add to the festivities and
help in a beautiful, practical way. If there is a special
meal planned for friends or family, offer to set the
table and contribute these unique napkins.

1.) Plain white paper napkins (thicker napkins work best)
2.) A plate that is smaller than the napkin when opened
3.) Some red and green craft paints
4.) An old pencil with at least a bit of eraser left…
5.) Your hand... you’ll see!

*By the way, some napkins are smooth and some have an embossed (raised) design on
them. Either one will work just fine for this project. My samples have an embossed
design, which adds a little texture and interest - these napkins seem to be the easiest
to find in grocery stores. The smooth napkins can be found in party & stationery stores.

Open one of your napkins and place the plate
upsidedown in the center. You’ll want to have a fair
amount of empty space showing around the edges.
Lightly trace around the plate with your pencil,
being careful not to tear the napkin. Remove
the plate and repeat the tracing process on the
other napkins. You may want to make a few extras,
just in case you need to do something over as
you go along… I like to be prepared because
I’ve had that happen to me!

When all your napkins are traced, you’ll be printing each
one to resemble a wreath. To ensure that the table top underneath
is protected from paint that might seep through, be sure to put
some scrap paper, or a paper grocery bag under your napkin.
Paper bags make great blotters and I use them a lot. Now to begin,
carefully dip the pad of your pointer finger into a little squirt of
green paint. It’s easiest for me to paint the hand I use the most
because it’s the one I use for printmaking. I think that might work
for you, too. Along the outside edge of your pencil circle, lightly
press your finger at a slight angle - and then carefully remove it,
so you don’t rip the paper. Add a little more paint to your finger,
scoot it up a bit from the last print and repeat. You’ll be creating
prints all around the outside edge of your circle until you arrive
back at the beginning.

Now we’ll repeat the process, but this time, on the
inside edge of the circle. the look will mimic a pine
wreath, so don’t worry if your prints overlap some
that’s the way it is in nature! work all the way around,
until your wreath is full of pine needles. move on to
the other napkins and make as many wreaths
as you need.

After printing all your napkins, take a break and wash
your hands! Now, you’ll add some berries to make your
wreaths come to life. Dip your pencil eraser in a little
red paint – and i mean a little, otherwise you’ll have a
gloppy mess! (You may want to practice a few on a
piece of scrap paper) Next, randomly print little red dots
around your wreath to represent berries. You really
don’t need too many, but they look good, don’t they?

After your napkins are dry, refold them as they were
originally. Then, you can fold them in half or in a
triangle. When you set the table, you can place the
napkin to the left of the plate or even in the center of the
plate to add a bit of color and personality. You can really
coordinate the whole look by folding a 4 x 6 file card in
½, printing a little “branch” and then adding the names
of your guests, to make placecards. Whatever you
choose to do, you will be creating a special touch to
mealtime that will also be a real help to the mealmaker!
Merry Christmas!

